
MOST REMARKABLE PRODUCTS
From the Bullen brands - Truekleen, Airx, One Up, Clausen and e-clean

Craft Blenders of Specialty Cleaning Products

Airx Laboratories  Airx has been the choice of professionals for their solutions to total odor & pathogen 
control for over 30 years. 

RX66 BIO-ENZYMATIC ODOR AND STAIN DIGESTER – Contains billions of microorganisms 
that produce enzymes which digest organic matter to erase foul odors and stains. pH 5.0 

RX60 SUPER STRENGTH FOUL ODOR ELIMINATOR – Highly concentrated and long lasting. 
Add to cleaning solutions. Apply on source of odors. pH 7-9

RX44 HDQ & RX44 ACE  DISINFECTANT CLEANERS -  Kills difficult + multi - drug resistant 
strains of pathogenic microorganisms. RX44 ACE is a neutral Ph (pH 7) and RX44 HDQ is  
alkaline (pH 11)

CITRO RX - A powerful  botanical disinfectant that utilizes citric acid as its active ingredient.  
pH 2.0

RX101 ALL PURPOSE ODOR COUNTERACTANT CLEANER – High activity, highly  
concentrated, no film. For multi-purpose cleaning and odor control. pH 8.0

SPRAY N GO - A one step hospital-use germicidal cleaner and odor-counteractant. Designed  
for disinfection and deodorizing of non-porous surfaces pH 11.9

Truekleen  Made up of over 65 products, Truekleen covers all aspects of building and grounds  
maintenance formulas. 

ACTIV VIII NON-BUTYL - The original patented non-butyl cleaner/ degreaser for all purpose 
cleaning. Safe on most surfaces. pH 12.5 USDA A-1

MIRACOIL II AIR CONDITIONER COIL CLEANER - Non-acid. Merely spray on exterior coils. 
Removes corrosion, decreases use of electricity. pH 14

MILDEW UN-DO - Instantly erases the dark, dirty stains and the accompanying odors of  
mildew. pH 12.5

PERFECT-O2 - A multi-purpose cleaner with oxygenated peroxide and fortified with high  
performance solvents and surfactants, with 1 sprayer. pH 7.0



One Up Products  The original high speed floor care system.

EXTENDS CLEANER - Its proprietary blend of surfactants, and patented ingredients clean 
the floor surface and leave behind a protective membrane that inhibits soil, dirt and other  
harmful materials from adhering to the surface. pH 8.5

EXTENDS PROTECTOR - This is not just a watered down acrylic floor finish.It is a dual charge 
polymer technology that harnesses the positive and negative charges of the molecule so it  
exhibits unmatched adhesion to the LVT surface. pH 7.5

EXTENDS MATTE FLOOR FINISH - This allows a quick easy way to repair damaged floors  
that have scratches or abrasion to the wear layer. It is the perfect finish if you want to add a  
protective layer to your surface without the gloss.

Clausen Carpet Solutions  Clausen Carpet Solutions was founded by Gordon Clausen in the early 70’s. 
Through training and a broad product offering, Clausen became one of the top carpet solution companies 
in the USA.

E-Clean Products  With the Green Seal & Safer Choice program and Bullen’s formulating expertise we 
have been able to make “green” products at non -“green” prices. Given the choice, most users would prefer 
to use e-clean products.
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STAY CLEAN SOIL RESISTANT CLEANER – 4th generation encapsulation technology for better 
cleaning and faster drying;also prevents resoiling. pH 7

DUAL SANITIZING CARPET CLEANER – The original and still the only EPA registered product 
made specifically for carpet.pH 11

JETCLEAN - Ready-to-use encapsulating spotter. Spray only to dampen surface of carpet  
Brush in and soil disappears. pH 7, pair it with the Might Mitt for easy spotting.

FLOOR FINISH 25% - A zinc-free interlocking polymer coating that dries to a deep gloss and  
is extremely durable under heavy traffic. Green Seal Certified 25% solids.

DEEP SCRUB AND STRIPPER - An aggressive, non-ammoniated, emulsifying stripper that  
is concentrated, fast acting and very low in odor. Green Seal Certified.

CARPET CLEANER CONCENTRATE – The problem with other carpet cleaning solutions is 
they leave a sticky residue and cause rapid resoiling.


